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CERTINA - DS Dream
Sporty enchantment and elegance ! Certina is pleased to introduce the new DS Dream, a timepiece of
brilliant elegance and glamour.
Sporty enchantment and elegance
Certina is pleased to introduce the new DS Dream, a timepiece of brilliant elegance and glamour. With its polished case and bracelet, and a
delightfully feminine mother-of-pearl dial framed by a bright bezel adorned with ninety Top Wesselton diamonds, it is sure to earn a special place in a
woman's favourite accessories.
With the DS Dream, CERTINA designers have created a statement of great feminine harmony and character, in an exclusive product line where every
model wears diamonds, on either the dial, the bezel or both. In a watch suited as much to everyday use as to classy evening outings, CERTINA brings
together the great elegance of Top Wesselton diamonds and contemporary design elements, inside a fully polished 316L stainless steel case with a
matching polished steel bracelet. With a mother-of-pearl central dial area inside a broad white rim that wears special Arabic numerals at 9, 12 and 3
as well as a date window at 6 o'clock, the DS Dream is spirited, and also quite original. Behind its sapphire crystal, the raised numerals are
punctuated by eight delicate and nickelled black chatons, each with its own diamond. The hour and minute hands are also nickelled black and treated
with Superluminova, for those tender late hours. The DS Dream is equipped with a 'DS'-monogrammed crown to remind wearers of its great reliability,
with a guaranteed water resistance up to a pressure of 10 bar (100 m). Its three-row fully polished stainless steel bracelet is beautifully crafted to
look like a five-row design, and is fastened by a butterfly clasp with twin push-buttons, to ensure that the DS Dream remains with you at all times.
Other versions of this timepiece are available, including one with an enigmatic fully-black dial inside a bright, fully-polished stainless-steel case, a
bicolor (steel/PVD gold) model and a titanium version. Something special for every occasion.
Reliability, precision and innovation have underlined the Certina philosophy since 1888, year of the foundation of the company by the Kurth Brothers.
In 1959, Certina developed its famous Double Security DS Concept, to bring to its watches exceptional sturdiness and outstanding water resistance.
Certina has a long-standing commitment to sport, and motor racing in particular. It has stood next to an ever-growing list of great sport stars such as
Mike Doohan, Alex Crivillé, Petter Solberg, Sete Gibernau, Thomas Lüthi, Timo Glock, Robert Kubica and also boxing legend Muhammad Ali. Since
2005, Certina has been Official Partner of the Sauber F1 Team. A subsidiary of the world's largest international watchmaking organisation Swatch
Group, Certina is currently world leader in the sport watch segment priced between CHF 300.- and CHF 2,000.-, and is represented in more than 60
countries.
Technical Data
-----------------------------Movement/functions:
Swiss Made, ETA F06.11/ Hours, minutes, seconds, date
Case:
316L fully polished stainless steel. Superluminova on HM hands
Diamonds on case: 90 diamonds, 0.257ct. Top Wesselton, VS-SI, 32/24
Diamonds on dial: 8 diamonds, 0.032 ct. Top Wesselton, VS-SI, 8/8
Dial:
White MOP with 8 diamonds in nickelled black chatons
Crown/push-buttons:
Monogrammed crown with letters 'DS'
Water resistance:
Water resistant up to a pressure of 10 bar (100 meters)
Crystal:
Sapphire crystal
Bracelet:
Three-row (five-row look) polished stainless steel with butterfly clasp
Specificity:
DS (Double Security)
Reference:
C021.210.61.116.00 - White MOP dial, diamonds on bezel/dial C021.210.11.056.00 - Black dial with diamonds on dial
Retail price:
White MOP dial, diamonds on bezel/dial Switzerland CHF 1‘395.- / UK GBP 1’090.- / IRL € 1‘190.- *
Black dial with diamonds on dial Switzerland CHF 525.- / UK GBP 395.- / IRL € 445.- *
*Recommended retail price
Press/Media support material:
------------------------------------------------ English-language document (original), French, German, Spanish, Russian, Arabic and Chinese translations
- Copyright-free colour photo on CD-ROM (Mac/PC formats)
- Upon request, sample watch for photo session
Contact:
Certina SA, 17, Chemin des Tourelles, 2400 Le Locle – Switzerland
Tel. 0041 (0)32/933 35 50, Fax 0041 (0)32/933 35 51, info@certina.ch
Brigitt Illi, PR Manager International, Tel.: 0041 (0)32/933 35 52, E-mail: brigitt.illi@certina.ch
General Information: www.certina.com
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